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ASHIHARA KARATE
OPEN EUROPEAN CUP
2013. May 10-13.
Organized by:

Kisdunamenti Ashihara Karate Assosiation
(Dragon Force Team Dunaharaszti)

Aim of the tournament:

to give a possibility for the competition of invited European and
Asian Ashihara karatekas, all members of the Hungarian Ashihara
Association and also invite other karate styles,
to make Ashihara karate popular and to strengthen sport
friendship.

Place of tournament:

Kőrösi Csoma Sándor Primary School
H-2330 Dunaharaszti, Eötvös u. 52.

Date of tournament:

10-13. May 2013

Programme:

10. 05.
Arrival
16.00. – 18.00.

Registration
Weight control
for competitors

11. 05.
Breakfast
09.00. – 12.00.

KATA competitions for every categories

12.00.- 18.00

KUMITE competitions for children I-II-III.

20.00

Dinner
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12. 05.
Breakfast

Kumite Categories:

Weight categories:

09.00. – 18.00

KUMITE competition for junior I-II-III, and
adult categories

19.00. – 20.00

Announcement of results

21.00. – 22.00

Dinner

22-00. -

Party

13.05.

Breakfast
Date of departure

Child I.
Child II.
Child III.

date of birth: 2006-2005
date of birth: 2004-2003
date of birth: 2002-2001

Junior I
Junior II.
Junior III..

date of birth: 2000-1999
date of birth: 1998-1997
date of birth: 1996-1995

Adult

date of birth: 1994 or earlier

Child I. man:
Child I. woman:

-28 kg, +28 kg
-26 kg, +26 kg

Child II man:
Child II. woman:

-30 kg, -35 kg, +35 kg
-30 kg, +30 kg

Child III. man:
Child III. woman:

-35 kg, -40 kg, -45 kg, +45 kg
-35 kg, +35 kg

Junior I. man:
Junior I. woman:

-40 kg, -45 kg, -50 kg, +50 kg
-45 kg, +45 kg

Junior II. man:
Junior II. woman:

-55 kg, -63 kg, -70 kg, +70 kg
-55 kg, +55 kg
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Junior III. man:
Junior III. woman:

-65 kg, -75 kg, -85 kg, +85 kg
-60 kg, +60 kg

Adult man “A” or “B” category

-70 kg, -80 kg, -90 kg, +90 kg

Adult woman category:

-60 kg, +60 kg

„B” category under 4 Kyu (white, yellow and blue belts).
4th Kyu belongs to Category „A”.
There is also the possibility to enter into category „A” with lower Kyu grading.
But above 4th Kyu the competitor must enter into category „A”.
Please provide a sign „A” or „B” category on the entry forms for adult men.

The Organizer of the competition keeps the rights of contracting or separating the categories in
case of having only a few competitors in one category or being too big difference in weight.
The competitors will be informed from the changes in categories ahead.

Duration
of fight:

Protectors:

Child I-II-III. categories

1 x 1 minute,
30 seconds extra time

Junior I-II. category

1 x 1.5 minutes,
1 minute extra time

Junior III. category

1 x 2 minutes,
1 minute extra time

Adult man categories

1 x 3 minutes,
1 minute extra time

Adult woman categories

1 x 2 minutes,
1 minute extra time

Child I-II-III:
Safety helmet, shin protector, body protector, suspensor for boys
Junior categories:
Safety helmet, shin protector, suspensor for boys, pad for girls
Adult categories:
Shin protector, teeth protector, suspensor for men, and pad for women
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Up to 5 competitors there is a round fight. If there are more than 5 competitors in a weight
category than they will be divided into further groups depending on the number of participants
and there will be a round fight in their group. From each group the first two qualify into the
semi-final or final. The winners of semi-final’s round will fight for the first and second place.
The fighters who are the second in the semi-final will fight for the third place. There is only one
third place.

Rules of KUMITE;
It is allowed in all categories:
- catching/grabbing is allowed for 3 seconds
- it is allowed to catch the gi on both side of the body
- it is also allowed to catch the gi on one side with two hands
- it is allowed to catch the gi with one hand and with the other the occiput
- all groundings are allowed with the acceptance of throwing
In adults’ categories you may catch the back side of the head with one palm (flat of the hand)
for the duration of one technique. It is forbidden to catch the head with both hands and with
lower arm. By catching the head with one palm it is allowed to catch the gi with the other hand.
Under 18 years it is forbidden to attack the head frontal e.g. with mae geri jodan, hisa geri
jodan. Kickings are allowed only sideways.

POINTS
We are going to use the new system in points and penalties according to the following:
Every regular hit is 2 points (YOUKO)
4 YUOKO = IPPON (end of the fight)
PENALTIES:
DAME = warning
Chui Ichi – 1 point to the opponent
Chui Ni – 2 points to the opponent
Chui San – 3 points to the opponents (end of fight)
IMPORTANT!
Only 1 DAME can be given. After it comes CHUI ICHI
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The winner is who has the most points at the end of given fighting time. Extra time is only in
case of point`s equality or if there is no point. If there is no points during the extra time the
referees make the decision who would become the winner. The earlier points and penalties are
valid in extra time too. The extra time ends by achieving the first hit.
JOGAI can only be punished if one foot of the competitor is totally outside of the blue warning
sector/lane.
If somebody is knocked down he/she has 8 seconds to continue the fight. If the competitor is
not able to continue the fight the opponent gets Ippon and wins.
KATA categories:

Child I.
Child II.
Junior I.
Junior II.
Adult

10-11 years old
12-13 years old
14 -15 years old
16-17 years old
18 years old or above

KATA event:

Child I. - II. categories:
Two katas have to be performed chosen free from the list below.
Kumite 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Junior I.- II. and adults categories:
There are one free and one compulsory katas which should be performed.
The compulsory kata must be drawn out by the competitor from the list
given below.
Kumite 1,2,3,4,5

In KATA competition there are 5 referees giving points from 1 to 10. The highest and the
lowest points are removed, the other 3 points are added and the result of these determines the
final points. The points given for the free chosen and compulsory katas are also added. The
winner of the category is who has the highest points. The compulsory kata in Junior I. – II. and
in adult categories must be drawn out and have to be be performed. The free chosen kata in
Junior I. – II. and in adult categories can be anything not only kumite katas but Kihon, Shosin,
Jissen, Nage, Kumite what the competitor likes and prefers.
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Main aspects by the judging:
- the competitor has to chose katas according his/her grading
- the performing of kata should be faultless
- the speed of performance must be proper
- the movement must be dynamic and precise
The Organizer of the competition keeps the rights of contracting or separating the categories in
case of having only a few competitors in one category by kata competition too.

Entry fee:

150 Euro / per person (for competitors, judges, referees, supporters)
If somebody takes parts in two events the fee of the second one is
10 Euro.
The sum contains: entry fee, accommodation for three nights with three
breakfasts, two dinners, meals during the competition and participation
on Sayonara party.
There is no extra branch fee.
50 Euro must be transferred by each participant to the following
bank account until 15th April 2013:
HU22 1160 0006 0000 0000 2124 1563 686662

Deadline of the entry:

10. April 2013.
Please fill in the enclosed entry forms. Take care of name, date of
birth, weight, belt grade and which competition was chosen (kata,
kumite, or both)

Condition of the entry:

Prizes:

- ID document (passport or ID card)
- valid medical allowance from their own country

I. place:
II-III. places:

cup, medal, certificate
medal, certificate

Teams:

cup, certificate

The best fighter and
the karateka with the best technique:

cup and certificate
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The championship gives a great opportunity to develop the judging skills for everybody. In
order the judgment to be objective, it is allowed to participate in judging. (Please find an
application form for judges and referees below)
Please take along with you the flag of your country.

Information:

Mária Csurka President
+36 70 942 3550,
E-mail:
csurkamaria@gmail.com

Szilvia Droppa (Deutsch, English) Secretary
+36 20 9717 000
E-mail:
dropbt@pr.hu
Postal address:

H-2330 Dunaharaszti
József Attila u. 1.

I wish effective preparation for everybody!

Mária Csurka
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